Neighbourhood News
A newsletter from The Christie

Welcome to
Neighbourhood News
Welcome to the latest edition
of Neighbourhood News
produced by The Christie
NHS Foundation Trust. This
newsletter will keep our
neighbours up to date with
the latest developments and
news from the hospital.
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Schoolchildren to
display their artwork
at Christie’s IPU

The newsletter is distributed
to around 4,000 households
and businesses in the local
community and is issued every
two months.
We hope you find
Neighbourhood News
informative and helpful.
If you have any feedback
or views you would like to
share about Neighbourhood
News, then please email
communications.team@
christie.nhs.uk
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Mace and Interserve Construction have been working
together to hold a painting competition to brighten up the site
where The Christie’s Integrated Procedures Unit is being built.
Pupils from West Didsbury Church of England Primary School and
The Cavendish Community Primary School in West Didsbury were
invited to submit drawings depicting the seasons to go on the
hoardings surrounding the site during construction.
The winning pictures represent each season of the year. They will go
on show this summer welcoming all patients and visitors at the main
entrance of the hospital on Oak Road.
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News from around The Christie
Proton Beam
Therapy
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Aerial shot of the Proton Beam Therapy Centre

Construction of the concrete-framed building
has progressed well over the last three months.
The treatment gantries, which are the structures
where the treatment is given to the patient, are now
formed to first floor level. The pit where the cyclotron
will be located and the shielding walls around it are
also now formed.
The cyclotron is the equipment that accelerates the
protons to the required energy for treating patients.
Three gantries will be used to treat patients when the
centre opens in summer 2018.
The contractor will soon be starting work on the
ground floor slab at the base of the rest of the
building where the clinical areas associated with
the treatment, such as waiting, reception, imaging,
anaesthetics and planning will be located.
The bulk of our construction work takes place
during the working day, but for some large concrete
pours, or those that require smoothing over using
motorised floats, we do occasionally have to work
outside of normal hours. On these occasions we
notify local planners in advance and we also place a
notice adjacent to each of the site entrances giving
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one week’s notice of our intended programme of
work and a two week look ahead. A notice is also
published on The Christie website to inform residents.
Any late changes are posted and notified in the same
way and all this information can be found on our
website www.christie.nhs.uk/about-us/our-future/
our-developments/our-developments-latest-news/
When we have late deliveries we are required to
sweep the surrounding roads – particularly Oak
Road to keep them free of mud and dirt. We do try
to keep this process to a minimum to avoid noise
disruption for our neighbours.
The substation which will supply the energy for
the new centre is now complete, the equipment
is installed and most of the work on Oak Road
has been completed. Energy North West will be
switching the sub-station on during September.
Residents should be reassured that the road will
be resurfaced once the project is complete.
We do realise that our work is sometimes
unavoidably noisy and disruptive and we would
like to take this opportunity to thank all of our
neighbours for their continued patience and support.
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Integrated
Procedures Unit
In spring next year, The Christie will be opening
the new Integrated Procedures Unit, providing
the Trust with a state of the art facility, bringing
together five different procedures into one patient
focussed facility. A new entrance will be formed
and a new drop off area provided.
In March we started our enabling works and
created a new drop off area on Oak Road for
patients to get safely into the hospital. Our car
park team is constantly on hand to make sure that
traffic keeps moving, patients are helped into the
hospital and ambulances have full access. More
wheeled chairs have been provided to make sure
that patients can get into the hospital from their
vehicles more efficiently. An ambulance drop off
has also been created and this will help reduce the
number of ambulances stopping at the Wilmslow
Road entrance.

Proton site
open day
Saturday 10th September
We are planning an open afternoon on Saturday
10th September to allow neighbours and friends
to visit the site, find out more about the project
and join us for refreshments.
We will include more details in a local letter drop
nearer the time. We do hope many of you will be
able to join us and we look forward to meeting
you then.

Behind our new site hoardings, works are now
progressing at a pace. The old entrance has been
removed, a temporary new entrance has been
built and we have removed all of the old car park
and roundabout. In May, piling for foundations
was carried out and in early June the foundations
and drainage were completed. This has allowed
the new steel frame to be erected throughout
June and July. When this is complete we will soon
see the shape of the new building.
Our partner, Interserve Construction Ltd is part of
the Considerate Contractor scheme, ensuring that
we monitor the environment around the project,
and minimise disruption to our neighbours whilst
construction is in progress.

Christie patient Lucas Thorpe who had PBT in America
visited the proton site in June
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Green Travel
Parking eligibility review

Electric charge points

Following an extensive consultation, The
Christie is introducing a parking eligibility
process for staff. The aim of the parking
eligibility process is to support the move to
sustainable modes of transport, as car parking
will only be prioritised for those with no
feasable alternative.

In order to support staff in the adoption of
electric cars, the Trust has installed two charge
points. Electric vehicles do not produce local
emissions and so provide a real benefit to
improving local air quality. The scheme has been
future proofed, so if successful, more charge
points can be installed in the future.

Staff parking
Following a recent Neighbourhood Forum meeting,
The Christie is moving forward with plans to
increase the parking available for staff use. This will
be part of the continued development of the green
travel plan, section 106 agreements for local streets
and the improvement of parking arrangements
for patients.
The Trust is considering additional decks to car
parks off Wilmslow Road and Cotton Lane. As part
of this plan, an extensive community engagement
programme will take place to ensure the views of
immediate neighbours and those affected by the
various developments are considered. Proposals will
be displayed on The Christie website as they are
developed.

Free Park and ride
– new extended hours
The free park and ride service has been
relocated to Christie Fields, Derwent Avenue,
Manchester, M21 7QS. This change includes
extended hours with the first bus from Christie
Fields at 6.30am and the last bus from The
Christie at 9.30pm.
The service is open to all staff that work at
The Christie site. The service is also available to
contractors and anyone attending The Christie
School of Oncology.
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MCRC News
Prestigious fellowship awards
for Manchester doctors
Dr James O’Connor who spends four days
a week in the lab and one day a week as a
consultant radiologist at The Christie has been
awarded a Cancer Research UK Advanced
Clinician Scientist Fellowship.
Dr Amaya Virós, a dermatologist based at the
Cancer Research UK Manchester Institute, has been
awarded a Wellcome Trust Intermediate Clinician
Scientist Fellowship. She splits her time between
research into skin cancer in the lab and seeing
patients at Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust.
Both awards will enable the doctors to translate
their research into better cancer diagnosis and
treatment in their respective fields.

Contact us
For queries about The Christie’s developments you
can email us on developments@christie.nhs.uk
or call 0161 446 3736

